Did you know?

Why are the little boxes on some pages in your dictionary different colours? It’s because the colours and symbols show you what type of information is in the box.

CULTURE green
LANGUAGE blue
FALSE FRIEND grey

Look up the pages in your dictionary. Read the Culture, Language and False Friends boxes. Then circle the correct word to make the sentences true.

Pages 26–27 People (can) / can’t drink wine in French cafés.

Pages 28–29 French people always / hardly ever give each other Christmas cards.

Pages 82–83 The money people use in France is called the franc / the euro.

Pages 48–49 In France, you use ‘un crayon’ to write / to colour in.

Pages 184–185 When you need a tissue, do / don’t ask for ‘un tissu’!

Pages 342–343 ‘Mme’ is short for Madame / Monsieur.

Pages 378–379 French has one word / two different words to translate the word ‘river’.

How did you do? Colour the right face for you.

😊 = I can do this easily  😞 = I can do some of this  ☹️ = I need more practice